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Illustrator CS2 or later

Create 
type from a 
single path 

Steven Bonner shows 
you how to produce a 
stylised and legible 
connected type image

Time needed 
3-4 hours

Skills 
  Analyse 

letterforms
  Understand 

the use of 
anchor points 
in Illustrator

  Cut and join 
paths

  Using 
Illustrator’s 
raster 
capabilities

On the Disc 
The files 
accompanying this 
tutorial can be found 
in DiscContents\
Resources\Type
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 Learning to create type from a single path has a lot of 
potential uses in design for logos and slogans, and can be used to 
create some really effective images. I've used this technique for the 
likes of Cineworld and FormFiftyFive.
 In this tutorial, I'll show you how to construct this great 
quote from Erik Spiekermann in a handwritten style using 
Illustrator's paths, and encourage you to study the type to find 
effective ways of connecting each letter. Once you have a good 
handle on this fun technique, the possibilities are endless and you 
can use it to create words made out of chains, zips, tyre tracks, 
necklaces and more via Illustrator's custom brush features. You'll 
find a few ready-made custom brushes, as well as lettering guides, 
on the disc.

Steven Bonner
Stirling-based 
Steven is a 
multidisciplinary 
designer and 
illustrator working 
for clients such as 
Cineworld, EA 
Games and the 
Scottish 
Government. A love 
of type is a recurring 
feature of his work. 
See more of Steven’s 
work at www.
stevenbonner.com
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05  Your cap height should be slightly lower 
than the height of your ascender line so that the 
words balance naturally, and your ascender and 
descender lines should be a similar distance from 
the x-height and baseline respectively.

04  Once you have your first few letters, 
roughly arrange them to see how they work 
together. Judge the proportions and play around 
with different combinations until they look natural. 
Next, create guides to define the baseline, x-height, 
cap height, ascender level and descender level.

03  Drawing letters with a graphics tablet and pen 
feels fairly natural, but sometimes you need to clean up 
the amount of anchor points in the line. To do this, you 
can manually remove each desired point and adjust the 
handles, but you can sometimes get good results quickly 
by using the Simplify function in the Object>Path menu.
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01 Play around with various words and 
letters to find a handwritten style that’s natural to 
you. Fill a page or two with experiments on different 
letters, and try to pay attention to how letters might 
connect to one another.

02 Draw your first letters by either scanning your 
sketches and tracing them with the Pen Tool (P), or by 
drawing with a graphics tablet and pen using the 
Paintbrush. To begin, draw letters with ascenders and 
descenders. Pay attention to areas where the lines loop, 
and try to ensure that the curve is as smooth as possible.

07  You should have a full set of letters 
now, and be ready to start linking them 
together to make one continuous line (with a 
few cheats here and there for letters such as 
lower case ‘i’ and ‘t’, where keeping everything 
strictly in one path would impair legibility). 

06  Now that you’ve set the rules for your type, 
carry on creating all the letters you’ll need to complete 
your word or slogan, making sure you stick to the 
proportions you’ve set. Feel free to reuse individual 
characters as you’ll be tweaking them later anyway.

08  Space 
the letters so they 
flow well and, using 
the Direct Selection 
tool (A), select the 
end anchor points 
of each path and 
join them together 
(Ctrl/Cmd+J). Make 
sure you check the 
option to make the 
join ‘Smooth’, and 
click OK.
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11  Copy the path and place it on a new layer 
directly in front of the original (Ctrl/Cmd+F). Find 
the areas that would overlap each other if the line 
was a piece of string/chain/rope, and use the 
Scissors tool (C) to cut away the areas you need, 
then expand the path so you can colour it easily.
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12   Use the Gradient palette to create a soft 
shadow on the areas you want to be at the back, 
and mask them with the front sections to create the 
illusion of depth. I’ve used gradients here but you 
can also use halftones, sawtooth shading or 
anything else for a unique look.

13   Once the lettering is complete, you can then 
look at adding a background and other elements. In this 
case, I’ve made the lettering fall in from the top and fold 
over itself when it hits the fl oor, so I need to give the 
background a defi nite fl oor to make this look convincing.

14   With the Pathfi nder palette tools, 
draw a bird by using simple shapes and 
manipulating the points. The bird will give the 
type and background a sense of scale.

15  Finally, create texture by pasting 
a copy of an area in front of itself (Ctrl/
Cmd+C, then Ctrl/Cmd+F), add some fi lm 
grain, and then use the Transparency 
palette to give the piece character. I’ve 
included some brushes and lettering on 
the disc to help you think about what else 
you could do with continuous line lettering.

09 Carry on with this process until you have 
the words working with one path each. Now take the 
words you’ve created and arrange them on the 
document board however you like, but ensure the 
reader’s eye will fl ow through the sentence or 
slogan naturally. Start linking the words just as you 
did the letters.

10 Depending on how true to the single line 
concept you want to stay, play around with 
interesting ways of creating letters with crossbars 
and dots. Remember, although you may lose 
legibility, the letter will often remain readable 
within the context of the surrounding words and 
letters, so don't feel too constrained. 

Steven 
Bonner
The designer revisits 
favourite past pieces

Visual CV
In pictures: a guide to 

the career and work of 

our Technique writers

‘The Perfect 
Crime’ – 
February 2009
A personal 
project to create 
a typeface made 
entirely from 
fi ngerprints.

McFaul Studio/Howies exhibition 
type – March 2010
This type was done for the McFaul Studio/
Howies exhibition A Beautiful Machine.

‘Unknown 
Voyage’ T-shirt 

design– 
February 2010

A Beautiful Decay 
T-shirt. I used the 
techniques from 

this tutorial to 
create the 

rope border.

Contagious 
magazine image 
– January 2010
An image for an 
article on the need 
for a redress of the 
fake presentation in 
modern advertising.

Sunday Herald 
image – May 2010       
I normally use a lot 

of detail in my 
images, with loads 
of fl owing shapes, 
so this was a real 

departure for me as 
I worked with a lot 
of basic shapes to 

build up the image. 
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